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What you need to know...

Pick an angle

Open strong

Organise your information

Open strong - Captivate your audience with your opening
statement. E.g. use a Quotation hook - like, Nelson Mandela
said, “Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to
change the world.”

Everyone loves a story - and it is best way to share your real
personailty. Write emotionally - capture your readers attention
by appealling to their pain points, what frustratrates them - you
can solve - you are passionate about helping them, making the
reader / client feel secure, important, and that you have all the
answers.

The point of your blogs is to help you rank on Google. So its
important to remember the EAT acronym. Establishing expertise
in one niche area, become an authority in your niche, and build
trust through your professional network and through sharing. 

Make sure your are passionate about your topic, and your
readers will be too. Get inspired by other blog articles, books,
news articles. Do some research if you are looking for
inspiration.

Be clear and concise. Write a thesis - remember your essay skills!
But you need to have an end-game in mind, this leads people
through to your call-to-action. While you are writing for Google -
you are still creating pages and content for end-users to
clickthrough to. Make it valuable for them and they will engage
with your content, an convert as a client. 

Make sure your writing flows nicely from one paragraph to the
next. Connect your thoughts, don't suddenly go off on a tangent.
Clarify and reaffirm your angle!

Be authentic

Save 70% Off Your Google Checkup - Use Code SAVE70 CLICK HERE

You are writing for Google

Why keywords aren't enough

8 Secrets of a Copywriter

Additional Resources

https://www.rankingaustralia.com.au/products/ranking-australia-google-checkup/
https://www.rankingaustralia.com.au/news/google-ranking-why-do-keywords-in-your-business-name-matter/
https://www.digitaltoolkit.co/your-digital-toolkit/8-secrets-of-a-copywriter/


Want to Get Discovered On Google? https://rankingaustralia.com.auCLICK HERE

Interesting Question Hook

Strong Statement/Declaration Hook

Fact/Statistic Hook

Metaphor/ Simile Hook

Story Hook

Description Hook

Quotation Hook   

WRITING HOOKSBe Controversial
Be Creative
Be Funny
Be Caring
Be Authentic
Be PassionateEm
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Useful tools and ideas...

Spelling
Grammar
Tone
Plagiarism
Referencing

Grammarly is incredibly
powerful! 

Blog Ideas Generator

Keyword data
Search Volume
Competition
Cost-Per-Click 

Keywords Everywhere  is a
daily tool for blogging &
Adverstising. As SEO & Google
Ads go hand in hand for online
success. 

Power Words for Marketing

Click to Access

Click to Access

https://rankingaustralia.com.au/
https://rankingaustralia.com.au/
https://answerthepublic.com/
https://www.rankingaustralia.com.au/products/ranking-australia-google-checkup/
https://www.hubspot.com/blog-topic-generator
https://keywordseverywhere.com/
https://keywordseverywhere.com/


ENTERTAIN 
OR INFORM

SOCIAL PROOF

Inspire the reader -
capture your target
market with key
quote, approach,
story that they can
relate to.  This is your
writing hook from
your title.

CTA

Inform the reader -
give valuable advice,
tips and tools
- OR - 
Entertain the reader
through storytelling.

INSPIRE

Support your writing
position with statistics
and/or social proof to
reaffirm your writing
hook and draw them
into your solution / CTA
below

Main Call To Action /
drive the reader to a
download, booking, or
form.  Get them in your
database

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

KEYWORDS
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Guided Template for Blog Writing

https://www.rankingaustralia.com.au/products/ranking-australia-google-checkup/


PROMISE

PROVE

Create a vivid scene
prospects can easily
put themselves in,
whether about an
existing pain or an
aspirational future.

CTA

State how your
solution will end that
painful scene or bring
that aspirational scene
to life for them.

PICTURE

Support your
promise! What
incentives are there
if you fail to keep
your promise?
Where is your social
proof? 

Main Call To Action /
drive the reader to a
download, booking,
or form. 

TITLE

DESCRIPTION

KEYWORDS
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Guided Template for Landing Pages

https://www.rankingaustralia.com.au/products/ranking-australia-google-checkup/

